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From 3/21/2018 - 4/10/2018, a team of founders
from Silicon Valley will meet in Shenzhen & Beijing
to participate in knowledge sharing and business
collaboration between the US & China.
We call our community “Imagined in America,
Made in China”. It is a cross-border network of
founders & investors. Among them are engineers,
entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. Our goal is
to build companies of lasting values and impact.
Zi & Li will lead a group of Blockchain & AI
founders to discuss their technology & business
plan. We are seeking investors and partners.
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Zi Wang
As an entrepreneur and tech futurist, Zi
is passionate about creative design
& future of computing.
Prior to founding his startup
companies, Zi was a Creative Director at
Google, leading some of the most
successful products [Android, Chrome]. He was
the first Global Creative Director for the Google
hardware team and co-founded Google ACME
Research Lab, a $20M lab funded by Larry Page
to work on AI projects.
Zi has spent the past 2 years leading an AI startup
to work with Corning, Google, and Toyota to
develop next-generation AI products. Expect
some of these R&D products to ship in the 2nd
half of 2018. Zi is an active member of Stanford
University's CodeX Blockchain group; our mission
is to bring together researchers, lawyers,
entrepreneurs, and technologists to advance
Blockchain.
Our vision is to be earth’s most helpful real estate
company. At Third Planet, our business is to
create & protect values for the global real estate
ecosystem: developers, investors and owners.
We are on a mission to create new sales channels
for developers, increase investor liquidity, and
most importantly, we want to help millions of
people to have a better way of living.

WHO
Stephen Tse
Stephen has been
obsessed with protocols
and compilers since high
school. He reverse-engineered ICQ
and X11 protocols, coded in OCaml for
15+ years, and graduated with a
doctoral degree from the University of
Pennsylvania on security protocols and
compiler verification.
Stephen was a researcher at Microsoft,
a senior infrastructure engineer at
Google, and a principal engineer on
search ranking at Apple. He founded
the mobile search Spotsetter, a startup
acquired by Apple.
Stephen hosts a weekly gathering, TGI$, Machine Learning and Blockchain
over Drinks with Ex-Googler founders.
Currently, Stephen is working on
Harmony Protocol to scale blockchain
to 10M tx/sec and 100-millisecond
latency. Harmony will bring 1,000x
speed and capacity to the next
generation of the decentralized
economy, enabling marketplaces for
10B people and 100B devices.

t h i rd p l a n e t . i o
March 2018, Third Planet signed a major real
estate deal with one of the largest developers in
China/US. In the next 90 days, our platform will
securitize a $60M San Francisco property and
The global real estate market is worth $217 trillion.
The total value of U.S. homes is $32 trillion.
Homes in the California and New York are worth $5.3
trillion. The size of the U.K. and French economies is
worth $5.2 trillion.
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Ming Li
Ming is a software generalist
who has successfully built and
shipped numerous products
including IoT platforms, Ads systems,
social networks, network devices, and
telecom systems. He completed
engineering degrees from Carnegie
Mellon University and Wuhan
University.
Ming was a founding engineer at
Technicolor Beijing, a senior
infrastructure engineer at Google, and
most recently a manager at Nauto. He
helped Technicolor to grow from 4 to
600 engineers in four years. He built
sophisticated infrastructure at Google
to operate billions of dollars ads
business. At Nauto, a vehicle data
platform startup with $180M VC
funding, he led the machine learning
infrastructure engineering efforts.
Currently, Ming is building the
technology platform of Third Planet, an
innovative blockchain real estate
company. Our mission is to create &
protect values for the global real
estate ecosystem.

Li Jiang
Studied Economics at
Northwestern University; cofounded student-run business
in college; investment banking
and capital markets work at Goldman,
Morgan Stanley, William Blair.
Past 5 years in Silicon Valley as VC at
GSV and angel investor; executive
producer of startup documentary on
Youtube with over 1.4 million views; Li is
a co-owner of professional ultimate
frisbee team in Bay Area.

Hoi Yeung
Hoi has been programming since
age 12, and he is passionate about
building technology to improve the world.
Hoi graduated from Imperial College
London with a Computer Science degree.
Hoi worked at Bloomberg, designed and
launched Fix Income Dynamic Analysis
function. Hoi is also devoting to bridging
the entrepreneur communities from Silicon
Valley to the market opportunities and
resource in China.
He co-founded a startup focusing on
solving information asymmetry for the
global crypto market. pGrab's vision is to
build an ecosystem of products and
services to help safeguard investor
interests, promote efficient market and
facilitate capital formation. pGrab aims to
protect and promote the future growth of
the blockchain industry.

Hochung Nam - Third Planet Co/Founder
Karel Luwena - Aerospace Engineer
Hourann Bosci - Ex-Google, Harmony engineer
Bjorn Stabell - App Annie Co-Founder

